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I. Answer the following questions.

Date:

/ 20
(2 marks)

Q1. Where do Lamai and her family live?

Q2. How does Lamai reach the floating market everyday?

II. Frame interesting sentence using the given phrase.

(1 mark)

1. different from -

III. Choose the right homophone.
(1 mark)
The child didn’t know the _______________home.
Let me ______________ these vegetables.

IV. Write the opposites for the following words.
1. ripe × _____________

2. clean ×

______________

(1.5 marks)
3. buy x _____________

V. Match the word to its meaning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

yelling
statues
tourists
chatter
walkway

1. _______

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(2.5 marks)

the shape of a person or an animal that is made of stone or metal
shouting loudly
footpath
people who travel to or visit a place for pleasure
talk in a friendly and informal way with friends

2. _______

3._______

4. _______

5._______

VI. Match the phrases to make complete sentences and write in the blanks.

The chidren are swimming

at six o’clock

Mom will pick us up

through the hoop

The tiger jumped

with great courage

The soldiers fought

in the pool

VII. Put question tags for the following statements.
1.

You can’t ride a bicycle, ____________________?

2.

He is handsome, __________________?

3.

Jane speaks very well, ______________________?

4.

She has been waiting for long, ________________?

(4 marks)

(2 marks)

VIII. Match the statements with the correct question tags.
1.

They would call me

(a) aren’t you?

2.

It’s going to rain

(b) wouldn’t they?

3.

You are busy

(c) were they?

4.

The children weren’t ready

(d) isn’t it?

(2 marks)

1. __________ 2.__________ 3.___________ 4.__________

IX. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.

(4 marks)

The wave that rose in front of me was twenty or thirty feet high. It carried me with great
force and took me swiftly towards the shore. I held my breath and swam forward with all
my might. I felt I would burst the water. I was covered again with water but I had taken
a deep breath which had given me the courage to keep swimming. At last I felt ground
again with my feet. I stood still for a few moments to recover my breath and then ran
farther into the shore. I walked along the shore lifting up my hands to thank God for
saving me. I couldn’t find any of my friends. They had all drowned. Slowly I realised the
terrible truth – I was stuck alone on an island with no food, no clothes except the ones
that I wore and no means to defend myself from any attack.
1. What carried the narrator with great force?
_______________________________________________________________________________

2. What did the narrator do when he felt the ground with his feet?
_______________________________________________________________________________

3. Fill in the blanks.
a) The narrator thanked God for __________________________.
b) The narrator realised that he had no ________________, no ____________________ and
no ___________________ to defend himself from any attack.

